Way to Flow - Irrigation

Materials

- Student Worksheet
- Water basin and water for testing student irrigation systems
- Straws
- Cardboard
- Paper Cups
- Clay
- Foil
- Rubber bands
- Tape
- Glue
- Toothpicks
- Any other reusable material

Instructions

1. **Design Your Own Irrigation System:** You are part of a team of engineers who have been given the challenge of developing an irrigation system that will carry **two cups of water a distance of three feet and split the water into two separate destination containers.**

2. **Planning Stage:** Meet as a team and discuss the problem you need to solve. Then develop and agree on a design for your irrigation system. You have been provided with many items you may use to construct your system. As a team, come up with a plan, and draw your design in the box below. Be sure to indicate the materials you anticipate using. Present your design to the class. You may choose to revise your teams’ plan after you receive feedback from class.

3. **Construction Phase:** Build your irrigation system. During construction you may decide you need additional items or that your design needs to change. You may want to trade items with other teams, or request additional materials from your teacher.

4. **Testing Phase:** Each team will test its irrigation system to see how it functions. At the end of each test, you will measure the amount of water in each of the destination containers. Remember, your goal is to end up with one cup of water in each. Your best attempt will be the one that counts. Be sure to watch the tests of the other teams and observe how their different designs worked.

Resources:
Student Worksheet: Design Your Own Irrigation System

You are part of a team of engineers who have been given the challenge of developing an irrigation system that will carry two cups of water a distance of three feet and split the water into two separate destination containers. If your system works, you'll end up with exactly one cup of water in each of your destination containers. How you accomplish the task is up to your team!

Planning Stage
Meet as a team and discuss the problem you need to solve. Then develop and agree on a design for your irrigation system. You have been provided with many items you may use to construct your system. As a team, come up with a plan, and draw your design in the box below. Be sure to indicate the materials you anticipate using. Present your design to the class. You may choose to revise your teams' plan after you receive feedback from class.

Materials Required:
Irrigation Ideas

Student Worksheet (continued):

Construction Phase
Build your irrigation system. During construction you may decide you need additional items or that your design needs to change. This is ok -- just make a new sketch and revise your materials list. You may want to trade items with other teams, or request additional materials from your teacher.

Testing Phase
Each team will test their irrigation system to see how it functions. You'll have three chances to test your system. At the end of each test, you will measure the amount of water in each of the destination containers. Remember, your goal is to end up with one cup of water in each. Your best attempt will be the one that counts. Be sure to watch the tests of the other teams and observe how their different designs worked.

Evaluation Phase
Evaluate your teams' results, complete the evaluation worksheet, and present your findings to the class.

Use this worksheet to evaluate your team's results:

1. Did you succeed in creating an irrigation system to split the two cups of water into two separate destination containers? What was your best result?

2. If your system failed, what do you think went wrong?

3. What was unique about either the design or construction of the irrigation system that had the best results on this challenge in your classroom?
Irrigation Ideas

Student Worksheet (continued):

4. Did you decide to revise your original design while in the construction phase? Why? How?

5. Do you think that engineers have to adapt their original plans during the construction of systems or products? Why might they?

6. If you had to do it all over again, how would your planned design change? Why?

7. How do you think your design would have had to change if the material you were distributing was honey?

8. Do you think you would have been able to complete this project easier if you were working alone? Explain...